The City Council announced Thursday that it won't take a vote on a resolution that would form a citizens' advisory committee to seek for ways of becoming more efficient by combining some services.

Instead, city and county officials will meet to discuss the possibility of creating a Collaborative Government Advisory Committee.

City Councilor G.T. Brown, who introduced the resolution last week, said that Thursday's meeting might find itself to be more valuable as a first step.

“People aren't having enough after the city and county budgets. The [Bleakley's] resolution passed this morning and Monday by its permission for county administrators to begin making deeper cuts in the budget and the city would save $4 million short-term. Administrators would be asked to begin immediately furloughs.

City Finance Director Mike Auc beat the crumbling streets.

The ordinance, patterned after Oklahoma City's and gas ordinance, has a comprehensive approach that addresses regulatory requirements, public safety and public welfare.

The ordinance will allow drilling on both public and private land.
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